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(Note-; -This does not pretend to 'be a complete review» However, • • - .
the exceptions of.a few title.s whi.Eh the writer either neglected.or waL 
unable to obtain, this is presented as a summation of 1939’s' highlights 
in fantasy fan publications.)

Publications by enthusiasts of imaginative fiction have hit a new 
highw-attremark this year in proflficlty,. The flood has, in some ways, 
paralleled the deluge og new professional fantastic magazines upon the 
.American market. The trend in fanpubs, however, has been toward eleva
ted standards of quality;, while the professional innovations, id' the 
oppo'site, for.the most part, has been the case. There remains, how
ever, an unsatisfied need in the American fanpub mart: a monthly jour
nal of catholic taste, dependable as to time schedules, neat as to ap
pearance, and unrestractive as to policy.

The greatest center of publications has been the Fantasy Amateur 
Press Association, better known as simply FAPA or Fapa — East Coasters 
prefer to pronouce the initial-letters, while the "Westerners" simply 
say. "f ahpaja ’„ This organization, the most democratic all-fan organiza
tion in existence, has, despite internal struggles, succeeded in main
taining both quantity and quality output. In the face of a ruthless 
drive on theppart of a self-seeking few, seeking to control the organi
zation for their own narrow -ends under the much frayed demagogy of 
"saving the members, from communism", added,-to official mistakes, and 
tactical ervsrs on the part of some of its staunchest democratic sup
porters, the quarterly mailings have still appeared. They have been 
high as to quality in.content, widely diversified as to the viewpoints 
expressed and catholic as to the type of creative output therin. This 

.organization has displayed both the strongest and weakest poimts of its 
present setup; its members have shown themselves ready and able to de- 
democratic principles of the club ^with the exception of a / fend the 
few heretofore mentioned), and their actions and attitudes have indi
cated that whatever changes mm^he heeded in1 the organization’s lineup, 
these changes .must be made fim the direction.of more rather than less 
democracy.

In the mailings of this year_, to name only a few itmes,have appeared 
the "Science Fiction Check List", R. D, Swisher’s masterly compilations 
which meet a much needed problem in the field, that of making a record 
of publications over the span of yearsi "The Reader and Collector", H. 
C« Koenig's thought provoking criticisms of imaginative fiction and 
fan-activities; '"1?^ •Vagrant". R. W. Lowndes’ presentation' of Marxian 
viewpoints as related,io stf and fandom; "Sustaining Program" & othe; 
items by --Jack Speer; - Science Fiction Debater", Milton A. Rothman ’ s 
stimulating publication devoted to controversial matters; "Chaos", 
J, Chaoman Miske's achievement in the direction .of pure fantasy; "Vi
sion", devoted to poetry-(RWL).; "Futurart", Jown B, .Michel’s contribu
tions towrd mutations 1-n fan-artistic efforts, and various publica
tions containing the art work of Walter: E. Marconette and Leslie Perri.

, For the period•ending June, 1939, the Laureate Committee of this or
ganization selected th-jse members which it believed worthy of particu
lar commendation to represent the association as Laureates in the giver 
field. Their selections were; (1) Publishing Laureate — John B. Mi
chel. (Honorable mention 'to the team of Moro jo & Fojak) . (2) Editing
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Laureate — R. D. Swisher (Honorable mention to Russel J. Hodgkins), 
Artist Laureate — Walter E. Marconette- (Honorable mention, Les- 

• lie PerriT? T^T Poet Laureate — Robert W. Lowndes (Honorable mention 
to J. Chapman Miske). (5) Literary Laureate — J. Chapman Miske (Hon
orable mention, H. C. Koenig).

A larger percentage of items included in the mailings of the FAPA 
this year were neatly and carefully made up than before; a smaller 
percentage of items sloppy in appearance and worthless in content 
crept in. This has been accomplished without compulsion, discrimina
tion, or censorship of any kind, In his latest message (Fantasy Ama
teur, Volume 3 Number 1$) President Rothman states: "I still believe 
that in an amateur publication it is possible 'to publish stories thau 
are actually better than what you see in the professional magazines. 
Simply because the professional! magazines will not pbulish a story 
that is too literary. Make the amateur maga ines as artistically ex
cellent as you can, and leave the hack to the professionals and then 
you will have a buncg of papers to be proud of."

Thus the year 1939 in the FAPA ends on a note of hope despite the 
battle that still rages between the vandalic few and the many*

We come now to the larger division of publications — the indepen
dent magazines, owned and operated by a single fan, or a few grouped 
sheerly for the purpose of publication. It would be interesting to 
know if any of these made a profit this year, but that question is of 
minor importance as fanpubs are not edited for the monetary returns 
they hope to faring. Let us summarize, briefly, some of the more out
standing of these, (Not in order of excellence)

There were three weekly publications in existence at the opening 
of the year: Wilson’s "SSience Fiction News Letter", Taurasi's "Fan
tasy-News" (according to the editors, it can be hyphenated pr not as 
you like) and' Lowndes' "Le Vombiteur". All three appeared regularly 
at that time; all three sold for 5 cents the copy; all three issued 
supplementary knick-knacks, and all three dealt with news items.

Г •
"The Science Fiction News Letter" filled one important need. It 

brought to the fan and collector, weekly, news upon important devel
opments within the field of fan-activities and inside information , 
not only upon the professional stf magazines, but upon bits of stf 
gind fantasy in other magazines, in books, comic strips, movies, 
plays, and whatnot. It appealed both to the fan and to the collec
tor, As its editor said in the final edition: "It seems very odd to 
us that there are people in the fan-world who consider only the pro
fessional pulp magazines which deal in science fiction as worthy of 
their attention. These publications, in our opinion, are only a very 

■ small and not-₽so-shiny facet of the field — if we may mix out meta
phors a bit. We should soon grow weary of stf if the pulps were its 
sole medium of expression. Vie haven't read a pro magazine ■ from cover 
to cover in years. but hardly a week passes that we don't read two 
science fiction novels. He who denied stf in movies, in plays, in 
books, and on the radio, must indeed have avery limited vision." The 
News Letter, however, ceased publication with the edition of May 29th 
principally because Editor Wilson had become tired of being tied down 
with a weekly publication. Its place,- to date, has not been taken.
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.''Fantasy~Newg" y. w^ille - chiefly . interested in the pulp .magazines, 
di Sri c arr у ~a d “^11 Fugitive .ite^ on . fantasy appearing elsewhere,' as 
a,s weid.’ as -news of events in-the field. Its. news.,. however, was for 
iw.st. part .resurlo to the meetings of the .' Queens. Science Fiction 
L^ahue. derating-under-rather poor mimeographing handicapaof a 'ma-;. 
chine , hampered-by* poor spelling, and faulty grammar, Taur'asi. s'till;- 
succeeded in issuing a newsheet worthy of'fan’s attention up to the' 
time, of the- .World* s- .Science Fiction Convention. . Af.ter that . date, 
news items, in ''Fantasy—News" slio-ped from slight (understandable and 
f-orgivable.) bias to out and out falsification and deliberate distor
tion.-, . sot that today the. magazine . exists as a virtual "Voelkischer 
Boeha^chetr." in fandom, pathetic in its attempts to deceive, ’and .amus- 
ingr in its. .efforts to keep'from falling into the hands of those fans 
who know the ■truth ■ on the. stories , it distorts and who would expose 
i“ts?.deceit,.-:, ; • ■ (■

"fee Vombiteur" never 'gave real competition as a newsheet, nor did 
it attempt to do so» Its editor clearly stated that'the sheet ’exis- 
sheerly foh.the sake of expressing whatever he felt like expressing
(and publishing anything sent to him he liked) . It was a fore-runner 
of ur-otthodoxy and whimsy in fan-publications, and, despite the ultra 
leftness.of its tenrr, the many items of little interest to non-Marx- 
ist fans; . and the., many occasions upon which it tore into, personali- 
tiesUas often wrong as right) , it did succeed in building up circul
ation and gaining friqnds, Publication was suspended shortly before 
July and it ceased to exist as a weekly publication. It is more than 
likely , that it will :appear as. an irregualr publication divested of 
the more esoteric aspects of leftism but retaining the unorthodoxy 
and whimsy. , ■ .- - ■ 7

"The Science Fiction Fan" managed to retain monthly publication up 
to June pf--the year, after which- time personal difficulties forced 
Editor Wiggins to hold up appearance. Its main handicap was one of 
appearance and the-editor’s yen for making articles unintelligible in 
many, places via typographical errors. There was in addition the han
dicap-.. of.; 'resentment, it had caused to many fans through a number of 
well-me-aning mistakes ;the' editor had made, plus the outright hatred 
■of reactionaries and, demagogic self-seekers.

' While -perhaps sympathizing with 'Wiggins' desire to keep out. poor 
qua'lity- material, many fans -fglt that the . tactics of publicly stating 
that no material by a. fan named, Sam. Moskowitz would ever again appear 
■in the magazine was both unfair and opposed to democratic principles. 
‘Had Wiggins'1, been merely content to reject such items by Moskowitz as 
he.' felt below his . standards-. but giving that person the chance to 
Шаке his. grade, then, there would have' been no ill-will resultant;, ex
cept perhaps from. Moskowitz himself, who might have felt th.at Wiggins 
was over-using the rejection privilege on him and turning down stuff 
that was reall'good. The Went Coast .fans had long been alienated, 
-because of resentment at-a matter involving Forrest J. Ackerman and 
an Esperanto column. Just who was in, the right'on this is' not impor
tant now as it happened back in 1.936# But the result was important 
in that, from ,that’, date, these fans simply did not buy the' magazine.

Despite these handicaps, the. Fan has published, a reasonably large 
number of items well worth the reader's and collector's time. The 
reactionaries are determined to drive this magazine out of business
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completely because of its fearless policy in regard to them and to 
their activities,, Whether or not they succeed will depend for a 
great part whether or not the editor can correct past mistakes, re- 
tain all that is best in the magazine, present a better-,appearing 
journal and keep regular time schedules, and remake contacts once 
lost. If this can be done. then the Fan cannot be killed; if not, 
there is a good liklihood that the campaign against it will succeed.

’’Science Fiction Progress"appeared shortly after the convention as 
a monthly pamphlet devoted to a review of the month’s significant oq- 
curences in and around the field of both professional and amateur ac
tivities. So long as it can appear regularly and refrain from per- 
sonal-fued material, it will fill a real need in the field, and, de
spite the campaign on the part of the demagogues against him 9and the 
absurd sontentions on the part of the crusaders against communism 
that he is not a fan) Wellheim’s remarks are still read and his view
point' considered. As Charles D. Hornig once remarked: "Right or 
wrong, Donald A. Wollheim cannot be ignored."

"Le Zombie", originally an occasional sheet or so, slightly rem- 
iniseent of Le Vombiteur, recently emerged as a bi-weekly news maga
zine, devoted to all subjects in reference to fan-activities and pub
lications, pro and am. Neither an extremist nor aloof, Tucker has 
made a sincere attempt to present un-biased reports, and to cut 
through the maze of conflicting statements from all factions. While 
retaining much of the whimsical Pong undertone, the magazine has ta
ken its stand in defenses of principles and personalities under fire 
from the reactionaries and anti-progressiveness and petty dictators,. 
Its main handicap is one of appearance, inasmuch as Pong's typist is 
not the, speller he might be, However, those defects are gradually 
being eliminated.

"Spaceways", recently named first-choice in a poll conducted by 
Le Zombie', has worked hard for that honor in its first year of exis
tence and has an admirable record behind it. Its material has been 
varied, and for the most part, of high quality; it has presented col 
lector’s articles,, fan-fiction, fan-poetry, reviews, comment, criti - 
cisms, and whimsy in good proportion. Wile Editor Earner states 
that the magazine will use nothing controversial, numerous controver
sial items have appeared, and numerous battles in the readers have 
taken plave о The editor, however,, has succeeded, we think, in not 
antagonizing either personalities or viewpoints. Recently it 
has changed its policy to the extent that it will be more careful up
on what is published and that, in cases of dissension, both sides 
will be able to present their side once, and that will end the matter 
so far as Soaceways is concerned. While not perfect, as the editor 
admits, this is at least a satisfactory attitude and one which will 
increase the already high reputation of the magazine..

In appearance it is neat and attractive. The margins are even on 
both sides, a matter which a majority of readers feel to be of im
port, the margins around the page, for the most part, adequate. Its 
covers have varied in quality, as the editor uses a large variety of 
fan-artists, thus getting away from stereotyped fronts. At present 
it is using interior suts which enhance the appearance. Unless some
thing unfortunate happens, we can say: Keep an eye on Spaceways.
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"Scienti-Snap^", nominally a Li-monthly, has been a little late in 
appearance’ lately due to personal difficulties of Editor Marconette. 
The magazine, however, ranks as the neatest-appearing fan pub on the 
American Rialto. It affected a tour-de-force this year by combining 
the best features of ths mime о and hectograph: a mimeographed format 
with hektographed illustration-sheets included, or neatly pasted in 
enclosed sections.

In quality, it also ranks high. It has presented fiction, anylat- 
ical articles, poetry, reviews, and comment plus commendable art-work 
by the-editor. Ite policies are one of unrestrictivity and its judg
ment in selection of material has been wise. This publication should 
go on unhindered in the coming year,

"Fantascience Di.gest" Ranging from hektograph to mimeograph early 
in the year, has suffered from the handicap of irregularity in ap-. 
pearance о However, in other respects it has done well for itself. 
Neatly mimeographed, it lacks even right-hand edges, a matter parti
cularly noticable, when double-columns are used. Its tone has been 
generally light and devoted to the fan who reads stf fot its own 
sake. In its own way, however, it has served its purpose well, and, 

■provided the edicor is able to keep it coming regularly, should con
tinue successfully.

"Ad Agtra" is an ambitious newcomer, suffering from slight touches 
of narcissism. Its very enthusiasm pushes it onward and the sincer
ity of the editors tends to make amends for existing defects,. The 
magazine needs rearranging as to artistic presentation, even right
hand edges and a little m&re care in the typing.

It is a fan-mag devoted primarily to the professionals (magazines, 
editors, and authors') ? but it does carry articles of interest by pro
minent fans. Inasmuch as this type of fanmag is needed (so long as it 
is not overdone —■ there is room for only one or two of this type) Ad 
Astra should be able to carve out an enviable reputation and circula
tion for itself once its handicapping defects are corrected.

"Fantasy Digest" also changed from hektograph to mimeograph this 
year, but, unlike others, the change was for the worse. The first 2 
issues from the mimeograph were deplorable as to appearance and in 
many places impossible to read0 In its hektograph format it presen
ted the work of a new fan-artist who showed much promise, but since 
the change we have net noticed outstanding work from 'him.

The material in the magazine has been of fairly high quality, but 
it is doubtful if Dikty will ba able to put out a successful publica
tion unless the appearance is radically improved. There are too many 
neat and attractive publications in existence now for any save the 
more all-embracing fans to continue buying one which is difficult to 
read and onnatractive to behold- We hope Dikty will be able to come 
through,

"New Fandom" is a journal which should be the very tops, if one is 
to believe what the editors say about it, but isn't0 Inasmuch as we 
are not clear of prejudice on this publication we will say no more 
except to admit ungrudgingly that at least one issue during 1939 was
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very good, in content»

^Escape" which should, have been listed, among the monthly publica
tions) is something which one will either enjoy very mucn or i inu en— 
Lirely unworthy of attention» It is whimsy and. fugitive creauivl'A 
in the Wllson-Kornbluth manner» Unrestrictive to material contained 
so long as it is not serious» The mimeographing is clear, the con
tent good if you like that type» It tackles everyone. Your writer 
is among those who think it swelegant.

The LASEL Publications deserve a place all by themselves. "Voice. 
of the Tmagi-N^^r' > a magazine of letters to the editors, fills a 
needed place in the fan-field. -It does not over-fillit, however, 
because the Journal appears but quarterly and, to be timely, such a 
magazine should appear at least monthly. However, Madge-Voice, is not 
a’ crusadeur^does not suffer too much from infrequent publication,*and 
Pts 'editors have expressed themselves firmly upon such occasions as 
when firmness and decision in defense and support of democratic prin- 
was required», For the rest of the time they have contented (Mples 
themselves wiith being charming people and inveigling others into be- 
-ing likewise. Editors: Moro jo and Fojak.

"Mikros" is a catch-all for the Los Angelenos and has- among other 
things' carried stimulating articles on the subject of Technocracy, 
As with the LASEL Pubs» all it is neat and attractive in appearance,

i!Fut"Url_a Fantasia”, Bradbury Unlimited, is a third of these pubs» 
and has featured both serious and whinsleal material, as well as not
able items of creative art and writing» One cannot but enjoy these 
pubs» and their only real handicap id their infrequent appearance as 
opposed to the other fan-mags» They are well-representative of the 
free and unafraid, outreaching spirit which should permeate the en
tire field and issue forth in every publication». Perhaps after .the 
pre sent struggle for existence*those who would stamp out this^p^in^t 
spirit, for their own selfish aims, even as they pose as defenuer" 
fandom, is over, we shall see a renaissance in fan publications» ±1 
and when this comes, it will be the West Coast which will have forged 
some of the strongest weapons for its vectory.

As this is being written, three new publications have recently 
seen their first issues! "Polaris" , '' Stunning Sc tent 1 x an1', and £ Ax? n 
fare1-, edited by Freehafer, Fortier, and Pare respectively.

As with most first issues, they suffer from the handicap of inex
perience in publishing.

’’Polaris", however , hits stellar notes at its first chirp. It is 
naet^ attractive, excellently mimeographed, tasteful, and high in the 
quality of content, it is regrettable that the editor has not a 
well-known name in fandom, for the magazine deserves to be gobbled up 
as it would be wereaa more prominent fan to inaugurate it. However, 
quality tells, and- at the risk of prophesying, we see that Polurl s 
has an admirable future ahead of it.

"Stunning Scientifan" was greatly handicapped in its first issue
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by hasty presentation in places,, poor typing, bad hyphenation of 
words, "poor layouts, and a very badly-appearing coritents page. The 
material presented ih the first issue, considering the size, was 
good..,

■ Most important, however, is an editor’s altitude toward his mis
takes and'toward criticisms. The editor of this magazine has shown a 
sincere and wise attitude upon this point, and a willingness to learn 
both from his own experience and the experience of others. The maga- 
zins bounds witn enthusiasm, and, unless this be but a flash in the 
pan. future issues of Stunning ‘ooienrifan should show up well in the 
fl cod of publications going- the rounds.

- ■ 4Fanfare" also suffers from inexperience at mimeographing, and 
poor typing* It shows as well, however, a somewhat distinctive indi
viduality which is refreshing. If the editor can correct defects 
menuicned and carry out the excellent policy as expressed in his 
first editorial, '‘Fanfare" should go places.

11 Sweetness & Light", edited by the Friendly Five, should have not 
teen reserved for last place, unless you consider it as dessert. It 
is something that fandom has needed for many years, a refreshing kick 
in the fanny. Sheer burlesque of fandom and fan-attitudes strikes 
high notes even while -it stoes on toes and hands out the delicate 
bronx cheer to hoc-air merchants. Without benefit of the bologna, 
this neat, attractive1, and artistic magazine is a must for the mature 
and intellectually inclined enthusiast.

To leave particualrs and generalize; now, more than ever before, 
there is room for a large number of items on the American fanmag 
rialto. The increased number of magazines professional mean an in- 
creased number of readers, some of. which will become fans. But they 
will not be as the oldtimers, all embracing, devouring every stf mag 
avidly.. The deluge makes,.such activity impossible save a few who can 
afford to spend most of their time reading.

Thus, we will have a varied number of fandoms, each circulating a- 
round a particular pro magazine' .or type of stf-mag. The only way 
these separated circles can be made aware of one another, can obtain' 
an impression of American fandom as a vast living whole, is through 
'all - fan ama teur publ i c ati on s.

As we said above; There still exists unsatisfied the need for a 
regularly-appearing, all-fan publication; one which can and.will serve 
all fans regardless of their magazine preferences, their interpreta - 
tions of stf, or their 'viewpoints. This magazine is yet to appear* 
Who will publish —■ will it appear at all —

Only time can tell.

STATISTICAL ADDENDA:

Fantasy Amateur Press Association for particulars, write, the Sec - 
retary-Treasurer: Robert A. Madle, 535 East Belgrade St., Philadel
phia, Penna.
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Fantasy- News — James V. Tauras!, 137607 32nd Avenue, Flushing, N. Y. 
Le Vombiteur —• Robert W. Lowndes, 2574 Bedford Ave6, Brooklyn, N.Y, 
Science Fiction Fan — Olon F. Wiggins, 918 - 29th St., Denver, Colo. 
Science Flexion Progress — Donald A. Wollheim, 2574 Be do f rd Avenue., 
Brooklyn, New York.
Le Zombie — Bob Tucker, Box 2б0, Bloomington, Illinois . 
SnucTways —■ Harry Warner, 303 Bryan Place, Hagerstown, Maryland. 
Scienti-Snaps -- Walter E^ Marconette, 2709 East 2nd Street, Dayton. 
Ohio.
Fantascience Digest — Robert A. Madle, 333 East Belgrade Street, 
Philade 1 ph i a, Bennsylvania.
Ad Astra — Mark Reinsberg? 3156 Cambridge Avenue, Chicago, Ilin, 
Fan easy Digest — Ted Dikty, 3136 Smith Street, Fort Wayne, Indiana. 
New Fandom — Sam Moskowitz. 603 South 11th Street, Newark, New J, 
йсаре’— Dick Wilson, 2574 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, New York . 
Voice"of the Imagi-Naoion — Box 6475 Metropolitan Station, Los An
geles, California.
Mikros --Russ Hodgkins, 1903 West 84th Place, Los Angeles, Calif. 
Futuria Fantasia — Ray Bradbury. 3054-^ West 12th Street, Los An
geles, California.
Polaris — Paul Freehafer, 404 South Lake Avenue, Pasadena, Galif. 
Fanfare — Francis Pare, 125 West Sixth Street, Btfu^iRcoton, Mass.
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* VOICE OF THE IMAGI-NATION-,25 contri-
* butors in the Nev; Yr No.. Send now for the
* latest, largest, most legible issue. Cover 
* by Monney & contents by Trudy, DAW, Reins- 
* berg, Tucker, Speer, Lowndes, Darnell, has- 
* se, Korshak) Perdue, Wilson, Litz, Miske,

**LOOK LOOK LOOK LO* 
**0K LOOK LOOK LOOK* 
**L00K LOOK LOOK LO® 
**0K LOOK LOOK LOOK* 
о *

* Sullivan, 
* Ackerman 
* Sta, Los 
* copys of 
* Fantasia.)

Warner, Kornbluth — & edited by 
& Moro jo1. 10/ from Bx 6475 Met 
Angeles Cai„ (Quarter brings U 
companion pubs, mikros & Futuria

**Tom Wright Prints* 
** THE COMET ГИ * 
XX- X 
**10/ 3 ®o^5/^ 
**R F D #1 Box 129,* 
**Martinez - C-alif*

AL SHERMAN'S GROCERY - PHONE
XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX1

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR IN THIS....AREA

FREE DELIVERY

TWICE DAILY ’

1801 - 39th AVE, OAKLAND CITY CALIFORNIA

LAST MINUTE FLASHES: Don’t fail to see these fantasy cartoons: THE 
TWO HEADED GIANT - THE BLUE DANUBE - and these feature pictures: THE 
HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME - TOWER OF LONDON - GULLIVER’S TRAVELS I I 1 
Please renew that subscription if it is running out *** The next is
sue may be slitely belated due to heavy work and sickness,..о WRITE1. I
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A MATTER OF SIZE

■ By James D, Tillman, Jr, 
and Walter Fleming

Professor Epicauta stared tn .fascinated wonder at the rising 
sheerness of the towering cliff-side and spoke absently to his col
league»

"j-t is quite plainly a formation of the old sandstone period, sir. 
If У^ will look immediately above the red deposit you will discern a 
white deposit, I trust on closer investigation it will Drove to be a 
limestone formation»"

The two leatned professors mived closer to the base of the mighty 
wall of rock о nd earth»

" -Ov are indeed correct my dear bpicauta» Please note the minute 
fossivs preserved in the lower red layer, J. am sure that that -one 
■there'1 — pointing — "is a species of prehistoric ant,. Note that it 
differs, little from the ant of today ,’* High above their heads at the 
upper limit of the red- color was a broad white band» This should be 
limestone, according to their predictionSo

llYe.s, my honored brother» But flow I am puzzled, for what is this 
other band of white limestone, extending horizontally down throggh 
the red sandstone deposits?’’

’’Perhaps,” hazarded Professor Maculate., "The conditions which 
brought about this limestone deposit occurred some millions of years 
earlier at tnls point, than they did generally elsewhere o’’

"let us attempt to scale it/' Professor Epicauta stared, with mea
suring eye Up zhe side cf the enigma» ‘Perhaps great discoveries a- 
wait us on the face of this monstrous cliff» Truly, it will be a
marvelous chance to see the correct order of the deposits»"

"Agreed," answered the other professor, "I believe we are ade
quately equipped for the climb»"

They started up the face of the cliff. Eventually they reached the 
top of the' red deposit and started across the white layer that had so 
fascinated them., "Strange," Professor haculata observed, "that this 
layer does not seem to be as thick as the one below» Apparently*this 
limestone period was not of as long duration as the one immediately 
proceeding it»"

And then the two colleagues were introduced to a shock’ At the 
top of the vbitdelnyin under discussion was a second, red deposit I 
Maculata eyed his companion quizlcally.„».»

"Either my old eyes are deceiving me, or we have made a great and 
world-shaking discovery?' he announced half fearfully, for this was 
something unheard, ofs : 

-."No; you are correct," 
been two sandstone periods» 
began their tedious climb»

assured -the other, "There seems have 
Let us continue upwards»" They once more
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Shortly afterwards the red deposit ended, and another white layer 
was encountered» Their wonder knew no bounds when realized^they) it 
was another limestone layer, and, peering upwards throu'gh the gather
ing darkness, they almost lost their balance in surprise — above the 
present white layer began another red sandstone deposit.

That night they prepared a paper on their astounding findings. 
That paper shook the scientific world to its very core, upsetting, as 
it did, all previous pictures of the various deposits of earth and 
stone that told the story of prehistoric days. It (the paper) repor
ted that previous reports had been false, that there were no less 
than thirty sandstone periods, and twenty-nine limestone periods'.

*0* *0* *0*

Thus today the great monument to a forgotten nature stands, not 
the mysterious era-packed stone cliffs of delving scientists, but in
stead a crumbling weather-torn red brick wall; crawling with wild 
life, with spiders and beetles that scour its nether-regiong, and oc
casionally a brave wandering beetle will make a breathless dash 
straight up the wall half-way to the top over crumbling mortar and 
indented brick, 'and at the last moment when on the point of losing 
grip, turn, and scurry down again.

THE END

MIDNIGHT REVELS REVIEW,

It has been my honor to receive a personal copy from John Mi

chael Desch of his latest book, "Midnight Revels". It is.on the mo

dern trend toward pure fantasy, and leaves the conventionalism of the 

usual run of "fairy tales". On first glance, that is what you take 

it to be, but let me assure you to the other extreme. It is a book ef 

the revels of the little goMlpepOa^ion when the midnight gtorke of 

the desk sets them loose. Visions of sprites; Puck perched on the 

moon; Sambo, stealer of the show, and his untimely death; all are 

perfected to utmost realism. Xavier Kraemer illustrates most mag

nificently. and profusely. A fantasy in verse with 78;pen~ijnk illus

trations in 88 pages, bound in full cloth cover, 9x6, it sells for 

only $1.50 at SUNSET PRESS, lo45 Sanseme Street, San Francisco, Cal.

By that time the.moon was high in the sky,
And on its curved rim the sprites did espy

Sweet mischievous Puck who, from his high place, 
Was viewing the show with a smile on his face.

BUY IT BUY IT I BUY IT I BUY IT f. BUY IT f. BUY IT I BUY IT BUY IT 1
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WE CATER TO SCIENCE FICTION FANS
FORTIER FIRM PLANS TO

PURCHASE LA - KERN
ADVANCEMENT ?

TRANSPORTATION UNIT.
An application by the Fortier 

Transportation Company of Fresno 
to purchase the Johnson Transpor
tation, Inc., concern of Bakers
field and Los Angeles will he 
subject of an Interstate Commerce 
Commission hearing at 2 P. M, De
cember 11th,-at the Hotel Fresnoe

As proposed by Russel A., and Wg 
J. Fortier, the deal for an un
disclosed consideration will in
volve the purchase of the John
son corporation which operates or 
various routes in Kern County and
south of Bakersfield.

А 1агке share of the materials
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IS TO BE A REGULAR FEATURE, IT WAS TO BE GIVEN WHEN AND IF

’• SUBSCRIPTIONS BOOMED., YOU GOT IT,..AHEAD OF TIME...NOW, 

’ DO WE? PLEASE DON'T FAIL US. ЮЕ
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g^erds. ■ so a novel wud get ^1’“Counted. W bonus 
receive 10 per 25 A q set>-up for even rite hand edges. Fc I
for material sent in tha "There are,67 spaces of Fica typ in 
receives state rau-s.^ л none’. Just wreckc.i
kuturp-. 5A line s to' a Paoc ' ж “'^1 g f T- am ■ to help amateur ' ay then tove;#,; Anyway, Г reallrnosa think thai you save M »£
don’t you think?’. *** Did you help make the magazine fir
least, 30/ when, subscribing. An У Hoping that this issu . ,
men bv giving it a strong finane _ cr’bve.***
with MERCURY, had pleased you in the mail, J0 ’
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00 FANTASY IN HARPERS MAGAZINE DO 
WALTER SULLIVAN

Since Jee thinks that my list cf fantasy from THE ATLANTIC1 MON~ 
THiy" was of some interest, I have gone ahead and compiled a similar
list from HARPERS MAGAZINE.,

It will be noticed, as in the ATLANTIC, most of the early stor
ies deal with the supernatural, and that they are also anonymous. 
It seems that these stories were popular during the latter "art 01 
of the last century, and that the authors wished to remain unknown. 
As you will notice, many of the stories were reprinted from other s 
magazines. This list covers HARPERS from 1830 to 1938 (1050 issues)

HARPERS MAGAZINE
DATA
GHOST STORIES - ? 1* 
THE HAUNTED HOUSE IN 
THE WAHR WOLF OR THE 
A TRUE GHOST STORY - 
THE DEATH OF A GOBLlr 
THE GHOST THAT APPEAL 
GHOST STORIES OF cha: 
THE GHOST RAISER - 7 
FISHER'S GHOST - 7 
A TRUE GHOST STORY - 
A GHOST OF A HEAD - '

SHERWOOD FOREST - ? 2*
LOVERS OF HUNDERSDOF-- ? 3*

TO MRS. WHARTON - ? 4* 
ZOD - ?

G. P. R. Jame'd

GHOST STORIES - E Moor's Page Article
VAMPYRES - ? 5*
A POT OF TULIPS - 6*
BUCHKNOLL - ? 7* ;
RATHER, GHOSTLY - ?
THE LOST ROOM - 8*

JHAT WAS IT7 - 9* ■
THE ATOMS 'GF CHLOANI - J. D. Whelpley
HORRORS A TRUE TALE - ?
THE HAUNTED AND THE HAUNTED - E. B. Lytton
THE .SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH’- Seeley Register
HOW I OVERCAME MY GRAVITY - Fitz James O’Brien 
THE HAUNTED; HOUSE AT WATERTOWN. - Edwin Kirke 10*

807'11/55
336 2/56

vol. iss.
1 83 6/50
1 473" 9/50
1 797 11/50
1 801 11/50
2 478 3/51
2 172 12/50
2 499 3/51

■ 5 106 6/52
6' 778 5/53

„А 6 497 3/53
6 52 12/52
6 669 4/53

10 618 4/55
11
12
17
17
18
20
22
22
27
28

363 
49^ 
504 
195 
514

122
779

35,443
THE 
THE 
WED 
THE 
THE

PHANTOM' BRIDGE - Alice Cary
TREAD OF INVISIBLE FEET - Justin M Carthy
IN THE MORNING - DSaD AT NIGHT - C. Walsh Mason
MUMMY’S FOOT - Mrs. H. S. Conant 11*
MYSTERIOUS CASE OF MY FRIEND BROWNE - J.. Hawthorne

A* GHOSTLY VISITATION - Mary Beach 
THE PIN GHOST - Mrs. E. T* Corbett 
KENS MYSTERY - Julian Hawthorne 
GENISIS OF THE RIP VAN WINKLE LEGEND - 
THE RIVAL GHOSTS - Brandsr Matthews 
THE GENTLE GHOST - Mary E. Wilkins

_ A GHOST - Lafcadio -Hearn
CARLOTTA - Justas Miles Forman 
LEGENDS OF THE CITY OF MEXICO - Thomas

36
42
42
42
44
52

387
409
379 ’ 
749
214

8/58 
9/58 
3/59 
1/60 
3/61 
2/61 
6/63 
5/64 
9/67 
2/68 
2/71

1/72

♦ •54 ■ 62
67 923

John B. Thompson 67 617
’68 905
79 566
80 116

110 900
A. Janvier 12* 113 582

129 '12/75 
12/76 
11/83 
' 8/83

5/84 
8/89 

12/89
5/05 
9/06



THE 
THE 
THE

ттоулп tt WALTER SULLIVAN
~ НаггУ James Smith

J.1001 - Harrison Rhodes
DARRINGTON GHOST - Elizabeth Robins
BuAD FINGER - Howard Pyle
DYE OF FATE - Howard Fyle

TED ORCHARD - Richard Le Gallienne
EVIL EYE - Howard Pyle

AN ADVENTURE IN PALOENTOLOGY - Alan Sullivan
A KARS - Alan СиШтап if™
iHE HALF GHOST - Wilbur Daniel Steele
THE MOST MYSTERIOUS MANUSCRIPT IN THE WORLD -

- John M. Manley 14*
™ ^LMER AND DSATH " Arthur Ransome
THE WEATHER BREEDER - Merrill Denison
AMERICA IN the YEAR 2500 - Anon^ous 15*
TH? CR???a?°?at°tF A Ri°L0GISJ “ Bernardo De Voto 
IH^ CRYSTAL BALL - Charles Caldwell Dobie
THREE STORIES - Andre Maurios

THE

*' 1
2
3
4
5
6

An incident in the life of M. Clairon. From 
rrom Howitt s Country Year-Book.
Colburn's Magazine
Doublin University Magazine
Article

118

123 
1'23 
124 
124 
124 
128 
131 
135

143
145
149
156
157
159
163

- MERCURY
бЗА

447 
489 
883 
211 
383 
518 
943 
241

18 
743 
311 
685 
408 
541

57

3/09 
11/07 
9/ 11 
10/11

Ъ/И

8/24 
5/28
9/28 

10/29 
5/31

Household Words

8
9

19
11
12

Auunor given in lnde\ as F^tz James O’Brien 
A new ghost story of old Virginia»
Author given in index Fitz James O'Brien 
A mystery — Fitz James O'Brien by index.
J. R. Gilmore in index
Skip itZ

13
14
15

1. El Callejon del Padre Lecovna
2. El Puenta
Article 
Article 
Article

del Cuervo

When takin up

YOGI PRESENTS
CHEMISTRY IN 10 EASY LESSONS

years would Hol " 9he“?i$try seriously, of course a course of 
years would be required to cover it. We shall try to abreviate 
onds^No t0 readiris material of 9 minute a, 32
onds. No time is included for extra thought, by the reader.

many 
the

sec-

Cal- 
insist

I.MATTER < .
ifornf?%a  ̂ °f aS existin3 in anyone of 48 states:
ifornia, New Mexico, Arizona, etc. Of course some scientists

1Ъ,int0. solld’ liquid, and a gaseous state, and as 
long as we are not seriously involved in either side we may present 
both views. The latter group define their theory in the following

Solids have a definite volume and shape. °
ex: Ann Sheridan

a.

b. »i?UwdSrhaS? aJefinlte TOlu”ie take the shape of container, 
ex. w ♦ uc г icids

c. Gasses have neither a definite shape or volume, 
ex: A. hot air

B. Sam Moskowitz

|r°W? divides their members into Democrats, Re 
publicans, and freaks of nature, (continued elsewhere)
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HARRY WARNER, JR, ("Horror's Cellar”, "Exposing the Back' Numbers”, &c) 
dome dope about me? ,We,ll, I’m about your own.; age—seventeen next 

month--and^have been reading science fiction for about six and a half 
years. Before that,.. Лоо, I was always ' intrigued by Jules Verne, but 
he was rather dry for me at the time, Then I found my first copy of 
Amazing, one of the last of the large size issues, Wonder went on my 
reading list a month .later, and with its fourth issue under S&S, As
tounding, Never did any fan work at all, not even corresponding, un
til 1936, when I had my first letter to the pros published. I re
quested correspondents, got ,a million, and still have three or four 
of them in more or less steady contact, Avery was one, and we more., or 
less grew up together, both discovering the fan mags at about the same 
time. Then he suggested we start a fan mag of our own; we hunted a- 
rpund for facilities and finally ended up by starting to hekto the. 
first issue. Half way through the hekto started to go on the blink— 
he was doing that end and I the editing—andhe became more and more 
busy than he had been, and had to quit. Or rather, had to resign most 
of his duties, and it was up to me to get the mag out, I procured a 
mimeo, luckily, at a church that was selling its old one very reason
ably, and eight days before the first issue was due, started all over 
once more. It was out a week late, and since then everything has gone 
along very nicely.

TOM WRIGHT ("The Sun Pool", &c) /
Here’s some•data on me: I!m 15, brown haired, blue eyed,-5 ft. 3 

in. tall and weigh about 85 pounds, (not accurate.) I’m in the ninth 
grade (Should be in the loth but was sick a year.) Not handsome, ^ain 
interest and future profession (l hope!) is chemistry. Alac am inter
ested in practically all things scientific. (Physics, astronomy, ate.) 
- Scientifictionally I'm interested in the artistic side. Am a fair 
artist (I think). Mark Reinsberg wanted some of my drawings for Ad 
Astra covers, but as I knew nothing of mimeo and stencils, I had to 
decline. Mabey you could help me on the points. I’m almost sure I 
can join your chapter. I also dhink of going to the Chicon in 1940’.

W LAWRENCE HAMLING ("The Finger", "Stardust Ad", &c)
I am 18 years of age, was born on National Flag Day, June 14, 1921. 

Was born in Chicago. I’ve traveled the length and breadth of the coun
try, many times, always during the summer, and have found these U- 
nited States a very interesting place. I graduated last June from the 
largest High School in the world, Lane Technical School, and while 
there I majored in Journalism and received my first interest in writng 
so it was natural that I should join the school magazine staff, and 
soon I found myself with the.title, EdItor-in-Chief. I was enrolled 
in the Quill & Scroll, International Honor Society of journalism 
through my literary activities. (THE FINGER was voted the best story 
in a ten year High School period)

I have written only ten stories in my life, one of which has seen 
print in AMAZING STORIES?'May 1939. I have written only, one story 
since then, but am now turning to writing more diligently. Maybe I 
will appear again, who knows!THERE WILL B5 M0RE WRITE-UPS NEXTTIME)
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ALL-STAR FAN MAG REVIEWS-----

*****; ■■ Exceptional, **** 
GOLDEN ATOM.
HORIZONS
SPACEWAYS......... . . « 
FANTASCIENCE DIGEST..... 
LE ZOMBIE ............... 
FANTASEER............... 
FANTASY DIGEST^.
SCIENCE FICTION FAN.. . .. 
FUTURIAN- ... -.......... .... о
FANTASY. WAR. BULLETiN- . . = 
THE F.ANTASTe. .........
AD АСТРА , ............. 
FANTASY F 10ТЮАхьЕл.. ...... 
COSMIC TAXES >A . ......... 
PO .......... ... *
FAN-FACTS0.............. 
FANFARE. * •
EUTUR1A.FAN l'ASIA. - . » ..
VO’J CA ■ OF ГМаС 1-■NATION, . .

: Excellent, ***: Good; **: Fair, 
.November 15 ........10/» 
.October ........п.ЛО/; 2/15/ 
.November ..........,10/; 3/25/ 
.Jul -Aug - Sept .,..15/1 6/75/ 
.December 16 ............ 3/10/
.Second Issue . 
.Aug - Sept .„. 
J и U 1 У ...во...» 
.Summer ....... 
,Number 2 ..... 
.September .... 
.November ....» 
„Nov - Dec «. .. 
?Summer ....... 
.December ..... 
■ АрГ11 oe. e » о n о 
.December ..... 
c j? al 1 .о......» 
.December ......

,„.,...5/; now 10/ 
......10/; 3/25/.
..........12/$1
......10/; 4/30/
....... 2/; 6/12/
.......... 6/40/
...........10/; 3/25/
о в. • О С 10 / О .
.,...,15/; now 10/
......10/; 3/25/
.......5/; 6/25/
______,10/.
.„,...10/; 3/25/
о « ... о 10/ С

*: Passing.
M
H
M
M
M
H
M
p
p
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

&&&& M

М? Mimeograbhed, Н: Hektoed, P: Printed, : Poor printing, v • 
Fanfa/e hung close to 1*. but was just a little too good. Ad Astra 
hune close to but poor typing held it back» Le Zombie exception
ally neata Futuria Fantasia is a tie with Cosmic Tales for hi honor. 

Moskowitz and McPhail material is still late, so step it up boysH Л

gins, 
Faro, 
stone, 
and if 
cilo

EXCHANGING THIS ISSUE ARE? Madle, Dikty, Meyer, McPhail, loud,. »ig 
Витке,, Bradbury, Carnell, Taurasi, Warner, Agnew, Weinman, 
Groveman, Marconette, Farsaci, Molesworth, Litz, Tilson, Gold- 
Moskowitz. Baitadonis, Friendly Five, Wollheim, . Rusoe^, 

there are any othersr> they have been added a,fter cutting sten- 
I will mention you next time0 Every exchange receives a review 

in this timely fashion as above, eliminating inaccurate story^views 
and giving a consensus of opinion of several people. Please send tn^ 
exchange within a month after our publication date.

FOR THOSE WHO ARE INTERESTED 
ROUGHS WE GIVE THE TITLES NOW 
A Princess of Mars 
The Gods of Mars 
The Warlord of Mars 
Thuvia Maid of Mars 
The Chessman of Mars 
The Master Mind of Mars 
A Fighting Man of Mars 
Pirates of Venus 
Lost on Venus 
Swords of Mars

IN THE MARS BOOKS BY EDGAR RICE BUR- 
PUBLISHED:

TARZAN BOOKS ESPECIALLY FANTASTIC ARE:
Tarzan and the Jewels of Opar
Tarzan the Terrible
Tarzan and the Ant Men
Tarzan and the Lost Empire
Tarzan at the Earth's Core

ALSO:
Black Motor Car, H. BURLAND
Tour of the World in $0 Days, V.V

MORE BY BURROUGHS: 
The Monstbr Men 
At the Earth* s Core 
The Outlaw of Torn

Tanar of Pellucidar
Jungle Girl
The Eternal Lover
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THE CUSTOMERS ALWAYS WRITE------------ AND SO -

HARRY WARNER, JR: I can proceed with ease to STUNNING. • Yippee’.. It's 
really better than I had suspected and expected, Jee., At least I ne
ver dreamed you'd manage to crowd so much into one issue — honestly, 
on- reading; it, it seems as though you have about sixty pages contents 
...As to Hill’s story I'll merely say what I said to him: It should
have sold to WT.эaIllustrations for it pretty good, but they seemed 
rather hurried io me (-difficulties in tracing) .«.Moskowitz’s artcile 
should have been a very good one, but unfortunately he let his en
thusiasm run away with him. and his prejudices drag him down. That 
Is?, a little more .'coking at the facts squarely, and a little less 
lookong at, 'them the way .he likes their editors, would have been ap- 
preexated. White at times he's right even in his prejudices, the 
iact remains that it is simply impossible that all of his friends 
have trie good fan magazines and his enemies the bad ohea. However.
/Cf a^tioie was cedainly worth reading, and he said some valuable 
tnirigs several. r< mes. But the comments about Scientl-Snaps and Tuc- 

_к;Г.с mags rathex- ger my goats (me tooO I really thought that 
Lownr.es Story was the best ’thing in the issue„Frankly, I shouldn't 
сar.^ tp^ see any of the Burroughs Stories reprinted... .Hoy Ping Pong 
-nl lycker nave been better, but they are certainly readable. Acker
man extremely good.u.Hornig didn't say much, though it-was well done. 
Sullivan-is to be complimented. SPACEWAYS - HORIZONS

WALihr. SULLI'/AN: I am very busy, and do not have time to comment on 
the mag, but I will say that I think Dale Hart has attacks of feeble 
mindednes at cimes....bale and I are good friends, and I am his most 
severe critic, RESEARCH IN FANTASY

ROBERT W LOWNDES: First of all, the size is rather good...Your issue 
is considerably marred by three things. (1) Poor spelling and typimg. 
(2) Poor word division at the’ end of the line. (5) Uneven rite hand 
edges and insufficient space between columns'.. .Your contents page is 

'.v^ry poorly laid out....,And your headings..'are anything but neat.....
Leave larger margins around yur pages at all times. Page five is 
very good in this respect.....I might add that the heading for "The 
Finger1, is neat and attrac ts attention.... "The Finger" struck me as 
good, though somewhat long-winded and suffering from intense ver
biage. On goingtthru a second time, contents good. BROOKLYN
R D LWiSHER* • Тгз'уоиг first issue I thought Walter Sullivan’s list 
from the Atlantic Monthly most noteworthy (please note that it is now 
a regular feature . ...The Guy who .draws your gals seems to have been 
very slightly influenced by Petty, and I can't help but wonder why 
she spends her summers in a place so cool she has to wear pants..Mos
kowitz' article sure had all the enheartening prediction of profes- 
sionalistic delectableness, if you catch what I mean. No lusciouser 
profusion of verbiage could be found outside a tropical jungle....I 
only hope that Boo keeps publishing for me alone....Still, It is al
ways good fun when Sam lets down his hair and has a good cry..,.And 
you might have the girl on the cover pull up her socks-or am I a boor 
? • ...Mr. Hoy's Clipping Bureau really took second place in your first 
issue. I hope he finds a new batch of clippings by deadline for the 
next issue. CHECKLIST

W J FORTIER: Really enjoyed the magazine.....I am enclosing a $5.00 
bill for an ad..That feature story, "The Finger" was a humdinger... 
Keep up the good work! FORTIER TRANS^ - COMMERCIAL T - JOHNSON CO

Lownr.es


PAGE Мб
THE READERS RAVE ON----------

w ,^A ;RENC1 HmMLING; Your illustrations jere excellent... «Here is how 
Z rate the contents per your request on hot-tom of page 15» ioi logi
cal reasons, I exclude my own ccnurihutionu

i;: 1. “Vitons, Vitamines, « .Vitap-hones"
2. Exposing the Back Number Racket
3. Comes the Dawn
4c The Ultimate Ultimate 
5. Nothing

Best Artist: Ma lanku, Krupa (?)
Inaccura-

37 — yet

is 
it

Favorite Department: Fans Reviews u
Ty;^likee T^RLi ; # 1. Complete lack of neatness. тг 2. 

cy°of contents Page. ALL THAT GLITTERS is listed for page 
starts on page 35c FANTASY IN THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY was not even lis
ted t " a full page article! INSANE was listed for page 35 - t^Xy la Ш ПвШИВ I JOTUBISTIKCSMMZ is 
listed for page 33' •— it is on an unnumbered„page; ces±de|, д^on_
have page 33 or 34 either, for that matter,, # 3c Tne editorial 
supposed to“be the best, and usually a pretty long article, and 
usv.Illy belongs- in the front of the magazine» It is found on page 42 
(the last page) and is short, inadequate, and too much space was was 
ted in printing various autographs where the space could have been u- 
tilized by more -editorial. COSFL PUBLICATIONS

DYHON KNIGHT: Chief fault of STUNNING was stapling» 
sub soon....How about misspeling of "ad s"? Otherwise

I'll send 
hokay.

ку 
SNIDE7

J T JENKINS: We are enclosing $3 for subscription purposes so that 
we can watch the progress of your magazine^ asofsr The higher 
the plain on which you put your magazine, tne beuter сЛ you wil b^ 
insofar as the attraction tne magazine .woul u nave f ,r advertisers.

re working towards this end „„Less sensationalism (we are getting 
b ' „.Less impossible stuff... Ж1е -1 :appreciaue

nd seldom wanted, I believe that you should ло^ 
‘(io you readers think the stories should be less 

wacky"?) KENWORTH MOTORS

-'NO
away from this, to) 
that advice is cheap
towards this end 
fantastic, less

poor, but'that i£

LOB TUCKER: I suggest you change the name to simply: SC
(and here we give the readers what they want). Mimeographing wa. 
poor, hut'that is expected from all first efforts,..The cover .a^ '
original (Ke think so) ... .Suggest you ''cleanup contents page...ter 
rLn portions of SM's article is practically word for word repulsion 
fir one in Ditty's Fantasy Digest...loo Lowndes' storycompares well 
with one «f the finest he has ever written. г,Л hope Sincerely soils 
gal f!n oodles the summer costume of FUTVMSTIgSTUMZ to wear to the 
Chicago Convention in 1940 U . UNo thing was just that. Dale

!

.RD Swisher. . Л » Lowntee. .. J «к Jonor^B 
txpSe™ You will L mailed one more edition if your letter has not 

- arrived with money- or stating you wish subscription ouncelied- К 
trust yhat you will nail the nag ^ck ^e same day witnout^ 
you wish to drop our mag from your mailing - • this was sten-
if you have malledus a letter» material, etc., since thi
ciled3 Please comply as we trust you.
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WE INAUGURATED A SORT OF POLL LAST ISSUE, AND FINDING THAT THOSE WHO 
DID TAKE NOTICE CONSIDERED IT A VALUABLE FEATURE? WE ARE PUTTING IT 
ON IN A BIGGER AND GRANDER STYLE THIS TIME. DEADLINE FOR ALL BALLOTS 
IS SET AS MARCH 15, AND YOU MUST SUBMIT ON THIS BALLOT PROVIDED OR AN 
EXACT STM ATE, NOTHING TO BUY', NO OBLIGATION’., JUST ANSWER HONESTLY:

THE BEST STORY OR ARTICLE IN THIS ISSUE __________________________________  
SECOND BEST____________ ____________ FOURTH BEST_____ ______________________  
THIRD BEST _ ______ _ J"___ ____  .____ FIFTH BEST____________________________ _ 
№3T ILLUSTRATOR________2______ — SECOND BEST_________________________ 
MOST INTERESTING FEATURE _ ____  __ WORST FEATURE ______________________  
I LIKE THE NEW MERCURY SECTION __ . THE AD’S ARE NEAT_________________

MY'FAVORITE FAN MAG IS__________ _ SECOND BEST_________________________ 
MY FAVORITE PRO MAG IS________ . SECOND BEST____________________________
MY FAVORITE PRO AUTHOR __________ _ SECOND BEST _________________________  
MY FAVORITE FAN AUTHOR  __________ SECOND BEST________________________
I WANT A STRICT OR LOOSE EDITORIAL POLICY ______ _________________________
I TRADE AT _______________ STORE I HAUL BY __ ___________________TRANY
I SMOKE _ _________ CIGARETTES I DRINK_________________________ BEER
I WANT BETTER PAPER _ _ „______OR I WANT A LARGER MAG________________  
I WANT A BIG MAG_____ _ ___________ OR I WANT THE PRICE LOWERED___ _____  
I WANT NOVELS _____ OR ARTICLES________OF TWENTY PAGES OR SO____________  
i want Continued stories_________ i want a series on_____________ sub
I WANT SS MONTHLY _ _________ ____ OR I WANT A COMPANION MAG ____ _ ____
I WANT MORE ILLUSTRATIONS_____ OR I WANT ILLUSTRATIONS IN COLOR 
I WANT A QUIZ CONTEST  _______ OR I WISH TOlUONTINUE iBOLLSOyО_____
I WANT A 1ISWS COLUMN___ ._____ OR I WANT A CARTOON FEATURE__________ _
I WOULD APPRECIATE THE RESULTS OF READERS OPINION OF STORIES IN THE 
PRO MAGS AS LISTED IN ANYLATICAL LAB, ETC. _____ „ _______________________
I WISH THE ’’MEET THE AUTHORS1’ CONTINUED__________________________________  
I AM IN FAVOR OF HAVING THE NEXT SCIENCE FICTION CONVENTION IN _______

^BECAUSE____________________________________________  -_______
I AM WILLING TO PAY FIVE OR TEN CENTS MORE AND RECEIVE ABT 60 P ---------

WE TOOK A POLL
OUT OF APROXIMATELY 20 REPLIES, WE TOOK THE FOLLOWING DIAGNOSIS: 
# 1: THE LAMP WAS LOW

2: THE FINGER
3: VITONS, VITAMINES, & VITAPHONES
4: COMES THE DAWN
5: TIED: EXPOSING THE BACK NUMBER RACKET 

THE COSTUMES

FAVORITE DEPARTMENT: WALTER SULLIVAN’S REVIEWS-...RTIST: Г. M. .'А-лг ~~ •

BEST ARTIST: T, MASLANKA BIG DISLIKE: CONTENTS PAGE

We asked for the respective ages of the readers and only Шл Or throe 
of our subscribers answered in this respect. Perhaps I am to ocuh^i” 
der that you have net yet passed a first birthday. Write and tell mo 
for my own personal interests. It gives me an idea as to^whom I am 
corresponding with, whether you are 6 or 60. COME AGA-N.


